SecuraHinge
Installation Guide

Fixing Pack Includes:

• T20 driver bit
• 14 Security Timber Screws
• 14 Security Metal Screws

Tools Required:

• Electric Drill/Driver
• 3mm Drill Bit

Note: Before Fitment of any Intastop Hinge, the frame needs to be checked to ensure it
is square and true, if the frame is not, the hinge may be stiff in operation or squeak.
1. If the hinge needs cutting to length, use the height of the door opening minus 3mm clearance at the
bottom. Ensure when cutting the hinge to length, to not cut the end with the tip off.
2. Position the door face down on the leading edge and lay the hinge on the door edge.
Note: In a Mental Health application, the hinge can be tipped. In this application he hinge must be
fitted flush with the frame, leaving no more than 0.5mm of a gap. A dome cap can also be fitted into
the frame in which the hinge is to be fitted up into the dome cap.
3. Once happy with the positioning of the hinge on the door, drill 2 pilot holes at the top, bottom and
centre using a 3mm drill bit. The pilot hole should be square with the hinge face.
4. Using the supplied security screws, fix the hinge through the pilot holes using the T20 security bit,
ensuring the torque setting on the driver is low.
5. Now the hinge is fixed, check the positioning of the hinge is central and straight.
6. Swing the hinge from one side to the other, this should be a free movement with no tight spots, if not,
the hinge is not set correctly on the door.
7. Pilot drill all of the other holes in the door, ensuring they are square with the hinge face and then fit all
screws in the door.
8. The hinge should be within 0.5mm of the frame head in mental health applications.
9. Once the hinge is positioned on the frame, drill 2 pilot holes at the top and bottom of the hinge and
then fit the 2 screws. See step 4.
10. Test the operating of the door which should swing freely and should clear the frame and the door.
11. Drill remaining pilot holes.
12. Fit the remaining fixings, using a low torque setting on the driver. Ensure all screw head sit flush with
the countersunk face.
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Rebated

Non-Rebated

All products must be fitted as per the directions detailed in the individual product Installation Instruction
Document. Hipac takes no responsibility for incorrect installation/operation of the product. By purchasing
this product, you are confirming that the product will be fitted as per the instructions.
Disclaimer:
Please note that Hipac offers a range of measures designed to reduce the risk of self-harm or suicide and
does not offer any guarantee that it will not take place. The solutions have been designed as a deterrent only.
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